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Financial Health: The Growth Engine
& Imperative for Banks

 
UNCDF's Centre for Financial Health is initiating a learning series on individual financial health and its
relevance to public and private actors. This first briefing note is for financial service providers and
talks about how aligning business strategy with customers' financial health can help them boost
their growth, profits, competitive edge, and customer trust.

UNCDF would like to acknowledge the contribution of Mayank Jain, Financial Health Data and
Measurement Specialist, UNCDF who wrote this learning piece with Akshat Garg and Fang Deng.
This brief is made possible by the MetLife Foundation through the i3 Program.

 

Introduction

Personal financial health has become more imperative in a pandemic world. Individuals who lost jobs
or closed businesses still had bills to pay and families to feed. Financial insecurities were
experienced across income strata due to unexpected loss of income, increased medical expenses,
and or unpaid bills. Vulnerable segments such as low-income, unemployed, elderly, disabled, and
microentrepreneurs were disproportionately affected. 

Increasingly, regulators are looking to financial service providers to help customers to maintain
sound financial behaviour and stay in control of their finances. Customer expectations from their
financial providers are also shifting from merely offering financial services to providing solutions that
help customers to improve their financial health.

Aligning business strategy with customers’ financial health is an untapped opportunity and
imperative for banks and other financial service providers (FSPs) to boost profits and growth,
improve customer engagement and trust, personalize solutions, and create competitive advantages.
Financial health can also serve as an objective lens for banks to embed and drive consumer
protection in all their business processes.

This article aims to create a better understanding of financial health and present the opportunities



for financial service providers, particularly banks. We discuss the financial health concept, its
measurement, and emerging evidence and trends that suggest there is a strong business case for
banks to focus on customers’ financial health.

What is financial health?

Just like banks, individuals also have financial goals of having sufficient liquidity to manage short-
term expenses (i.e. financial security), protection against foreseen risks (i.e. financial resilience),
balancing assets and liabilities (i.e. financial control), and accumulating cash for financing future goals
(i.e. financial freedom). All these financial outcomes put together are generally referred to as
‘financial health’ (or financial wellbeing).

Financial health is influenced by a variety of individual and external factors. Direct drivers of financial
health include money use behaviours (such as saving, spending, and borrowing), financial
confidence and control, socio-economic variables of income and expenditure changes, and work
status. In addition, factors such as money management behaviours (i.e., budgeting and keeping
track of money), financial attitudes, knowledge, and experience indirectly impact financial health.
Figure 1 below depicts the simplified conceptual model of financial health. 

Figure 1: Simplified Conceptual Model of Financial Health
 



Why financial health of customers is a growth engine for banks?

Aligning business strategy with the financial health of customers can result in better financial and

social returns for financial service providers. Below we discuss how.

A pathway to sustainable financial success for both customers and banks

When customers achieve financial success, it translates to higher customer lifetime value and

profits for banks. Financial healthy customers are likely to save more, pay bills on time, and are

less likely to default on loans. Financial healthy customers also have higher levels of engagement

with providers as they actively access services such as financial planning and budgeting. 

Financial health also positively influences customer retention and product cross-sales through

improved customer satisfaction. A recent study by the Financial Health Network, shows that

customers who believe their financial institution cares about their financial health are three times

more likely to be ‘very satisfied' with their primary financial institution and five times more likely to

be interested in purchasing additional products and services. 

No wonder ‘ensuring customers' financial success’ is increasingly becoming central to the

business strategies of the leading global banks. For example, BBVA USA’s new 5-year Strategic

Plan prioritized ‘improving customers’ financial health’ as the number one pillar for ensuring that

customers and business achieve their financial goals. ANZ’s growth strategy is not focused on

lowering costs but on developing a culture built around delivering better financial outcomes for

its customers. Discovery Bank follows a shared-value banking model that encourages customers

to enhance their management of money and health and incentivizes positive financial behaviour

by giving preferential interest rates on savings and debt. When clients do well financially it creates

more value for the bank. 

Drives customer-centric innovations

Access and use of financial services are not the end goal of customers. Customers want their

primary banking partner to help them better manage money and achieve financial goals through

need-centric financial products, services, and advice.  

Sadly, the current state of banking is centred around financial products and services that are

financially healthy for banks but not necessarily for customers, particularly the vulnerable

segments. Practices such as overdraft charges, opaque fees on (cash) transactions and minimum

account balance, complex credit terms, and forceful selling can be severely detrimental to the

financial health of low-income and vulnerable customers. 

Instead, banking should be made simple and be about incentivizing financial behaviour that

improves customers' financial health. Research studies suggest that financial health is directly

influenced by active saving, manageable borrowing, spending restraint, and financial control and

confidence. It is around these elements financial services should be designed.

Designing customer outcomes-centric financial solutions also require developing a deep 

https://finhealthnetwork.org/research/building-valuable-customer-relationships-through-financial-health/
https://www.bbva.com/en/best-bank-in-the-best-region-bbva-usa-5-year-strategic-plan-pillar-no-1-financial-health/
https://bluenotes.anz.com/posts/2021/05/anz-ceo-shayne-elliott-banking-future#:~:text=Our%20strategy%20is%20to%20improve,be%20lower%20cost%20to%20run.
https://www.discovery.co.za/assets/discoverycoza/corporate/investor-relations/2020/integrated-annual-report-2020.pdf


understanding customers’ needs, challenges, and goals. Financial health can be a fresh lens for

banks to examine customers' dynamic financial needs and situations and create solutions that

best meet those needs. Combining financial health framework with customer-permissioned

financial data from open banking can enable banks to develop targeted solutions and

experiences.

Needless to say, banks having a better understanding of consumers’ financial conditions and

budgeting behaviours can proactively recommend personalized financial products at fair prices. In

fact, global leading banks such as BBVA, Commonwealth Bank of Australia, and DBS Bank

Singapore, are already applying financial health metrics and data science to the trove of

transactional data in order to offer automated financial planning advice, lending to customers

with no credit history, and digital nudging for improving financial behaviour. 

Differentiate your business and offerings from the competition

The financial services sector is getting crowded with the rise of challenger banks and fintech.

When everyone is embracing a better customer experience and digitalisation in the sector, true

competitive advantage can emerge for banks aligned with customers’ desired financial goals. 

A recent study by Financial Health Network in the USA finds that 80% of customers want their

primary financial institution (PFI) to help improve their financial health, yet only 14% of customers

agree that their PFI is doing this. These insights point to changing customer expectations as well

as a huge untapped business opportunity for financial service providers. 

Banks can respond to this challenge and opportunity by building a business strategy around

customer financial health to gain a competitive edge in a saturated market. A financial health-

centric strategy can also help banks to cement their reputation as an innovator and demonstrate

their commitment to fair and responsible banking.

Enhance customer trust and loyalty by demonstrating financial outcomes

Customer trust is the most important currency of a bank because it stimulates customers

engagement and produces financial returns. Simply put, any bank’s success will depend on its

ability to inspire and maintain trust between itself and its customers. 

Yet, customer trust in the banking sector remains low as per Accenture’s 2020 Purpose-Driven

Banking study.  Furthermore, a recent Financial Conduct Authority study finds that only 42% of UK

adults had confidence in the UK financial services industry and people in vulnerable situations

trust the industry even less. 

Customer trust can be improved by delivering personalized and proactive financial services that

help customers to meet their financial goals and build financially secure lives. These include, but

not limited to, offering digital tools for budgeting and financial planning, encouraging saving for

emergencies, preventing over-indebtedness, and protecting customers against frauds. This is also

enough hard evidence to support this narrative. More recently BBVA finds that customers using 

https://finhealthnetwork.org/will-financial-health-be-the-next-transformation-in-banking/
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/banking/coronavirus-purpose-driven-banking
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/research/financial-lives-2020-survey-impact-coronavirus
https://www.bbva.com/en/more-than-10-million-customers-use-bbvas-financial-health-features/


financial health solutions have reported higher levels of satisfaction, loyalty, and lower attrition.

Customer trust can be further strengthened by objectively assessing and demonstrating that

financial solutions offered by your banks are actually advancing, not detracting from customers’

financial health. This can be achieved by embedding financial health into key performance

indicators (KPIs) and tracking outcomes that indirectly influence financial health. When customers

see their progress towards financial success, the chances are that banks will have more trusting

and loyal customers. 

Stay ahead of the financial consumer protection regulations

Focussing on customers’ financial outcomes is increasingly important in the digital era where

financial providers operate invisibly and products such as peer-to-peer lending and Buy Now Pay

Later (BNPL) can both benefit and harm people, particularly vulnerable, financially. Experiences

from previous financial crises also suggest that a set of voluntary consumer protection principles

alone are always not sufficient for providers to act in consumers’ interest. 

As a result, global action on customer protection is shifting regulatory landscapes and markets to

make financial providers accountable for their actions. Newly proposed regulatory frameworks

are aligning towards putting a significant burden on financial firms to deliver good customer

outcomes through good products and services at fair prices, high standards of customer service

and clear communications, such as the proposed Consumer Duty in the UK. All this seeks to

ensure that consumers build trust and confidence in the financial system and achieve good

financial outcomes. 

The financial health framework offers a potential approach for providers to assess and track the

impact of financial products and services on consumers’ financial outcomes. Early planning to

prioritise consumer financial health as a strategic imperative can help financial firms to stay ahead

of the regulatory curve and win. 

Demonstrate your contribution to SDGs

There is unequivocal evidence that existing leading indicators of prosperity and societal welfare

such as GDP per capita, employment rate, and household income do not comprehensively

capture people’s economic well-being. Also, it should not be assumed that access and use of

existing products and services will necessarily promote, rather than damage, consumer financial

health. 

Recent data from a few high-income countries suggest that high levels of financial inclusion,

financial literacy, and income do not always translate to financial health. For example, the 2021

Coronavirus Financial Impact Survey in the UK finds that nearly 27% of households were either

struggling to manage or in serious financial difficulties. Financial health pulse 2021 survey in the

US finds that 14% of adult Americans are struggling financially, and 52% of them are struggling

with some aspects of their financial lives such as spending, saving, borrowing, or planning. 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp21-13-new-consumer-duty
http://www.bris.ac.uk/media-library/sites/geography/pfrc/Bleak%20Expectations%20(1).pdf
https://fhn-finhealthnetwork-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/2021/10/2021_Pulse_Trends_Report.pdf


Financial health is the intermediate linkage between financial inclusion and key sustainable

development goals (SDGs), including SDG 1(No Poverty), SDG 3(Good Health and Wellbeing), SDG

5 (Gender Equality), SDG 7 (Decent Work and Economic Growth), SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities).

Financial resilience- a dimension of financial health- has been increasingly advocated and

pursued as a sustainable development instrument to guarantee that low-income customers do

not fall back into poverty due to economic shocks. Banks can amplify the financial resilience of

customers by promoting saving for future, and emergencies, responsible borrowing, and where

possible lowering the cost of money transfer for vulnerable segments. 

Research also suggests that financial health affect, and is influenced by physical and mental

health. Banks can create incentives for employees and customers to stay in good physical and

mental health, and nudge towards good financial behaviour. For example, Discovery Bank offers

preferential interest rates on savings and credit to customers that demonstrate good health and

financial wellbeing.

Financial health is also strongly associated with individuals’ work productivity and social

relationships. Specifically, CFSI reported that banks improving their employees’ financial well-

being can generate higher productivity, higher retention, better retirement readiness and less

expenditure on medical care. Individual and household financial health also have a collective

impact on the stability and growth of the broader financial sector and economy. 

Thus, financial health can be a helpful tool for the banks to link and evaluate their own efforts- via

products, services, and corporate actions- in the realization of SDGs.
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Steps to improve customers' financial health

1.    Diagnose customers' financial health

Deep customer insights are at the core of how banks refine strategy, products, processes,

technology, and delivery channels to improve customers' financial health. Overall, banks can use

two approaches to understand their customers' financial health. First, by undertaking a financial

health survey. Conducting financial health surveys can be a good starting point to generate

insights into customers’ financial conditions. 

Second, by using readily available financial transactional data to gauge customers' financial health

insights by understanding their spending, saving, borrowing, and investing behaviour. This requires

investing in technology, data infra and human capital to handle and analyse large volumes of data

for generating decision-useful financial health insights.

In both approaches, banks can
holistically evaluate financial health
and summarize into a single score
of financial health. Banks also
choose to focus on particular
aspects of financial such as
financial security and resilience.

Banks can use existing financial
health tools designed around the
world by experts, including
Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, Financial Health Network,
Kempon et al, and Commonwealth
Bank of Australia. Choices of the
financial health tools, and
indicators, should be informed by
the bank’s financial health
definition and measurement
purpose in the context of their
customers and business. 

Based on a review of the various
financial health tools, and in line
with UNCDF’s financial health
framework, we propose some key
indicators that banks could use to
diagnose customers' financial
health, as shown in the figure. 

Figure 2: Prospective financial health indicators to

measure using surveys

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201705_cfpb_financial-well-being-scale-technical-report.pdf
https://finhealthnetwork.org/score/score-methodology/
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/geography/pfrc/pfrc1705-financial-well-being-conceptual-model.pdf
https://www.commbank.com.au/banking/guidance/find-your-financial-wellbeing-score.html


Even though leveraging

transactional data for

financial health insights is a

more cumbersome exercise

than customer surveys, it has

several advantages. It

enables banks to understand

their customers' near-real-

time financial conditions.

Under this, banks can

automate appropriate

product recommendations

for their customers.

Leveraging transactional

data also reduces the need

to collect any new data and

can be combined for further

analysis with other

customers and business

outcomes. The transactional

data-led financial health

insights can also be used to

nudge customers towards

positive financial behaviour,

Figure 2: Prospective financial health indicators to measure

using surveys

enable responsible lending to credit invisible customers, and help customers to better plan and

track financial journeys and outcomes.

However, there are certain shortcomings to using transactional data. First, customers are likely to

have relationships with more than one financial service provider, which can impede a complete

understanding of customers’ financial condition using transactions. Nevertheless, open banking

can resolve this for customers willing to share their aggregated account details with the partner

bank. Second, analysing transactional data requires advanced data infrastructure and data

analytics capabilities to centralise and analyse customers' information on spending, saving,

borrowing, and investing.

2. Create a strategy to operationalize financial health

Combine deeper insights on customers' financial conditions, needs and pain points to create a

strategy that addresses customers’ expectations. This is easier said than done. Creating a financial

health-centric strategy will demand re-thinking the organization’s vision and purpose, refining

products and services, revamping processes and technology, and most importantly having an

unwavering executive commitment to improving customers' financial health. 

Start with low-hanging fruits such as promoting savings products, simplifying product description,

and digital tools for budgeting and financial planning. Also, creating strategic partnerships with

personal finance fintech and research agencies can accelerate banks' progress in ensuring

customers' financial health.



3. Monitor customer's financial health to refine offerings and demonstrate outcomes

The whole financial health approach to banking is about ensuring that financial services deliver

the right outcomes for consumers. This means that measuring customers' financial health is not a

one-off exercise, but rather an iterative process to understand the impact of financial services and

make appropriate refinements to services.

To start with, financial providers can track a set of financial health indicators, alongside other

customers' KPIs, to understand the outcomes. Next, banks can analyse and interpret the financial

health data in the context of specific customers and offer appropriate financial solutions and

advice to enhance financial health outcomes. Lastly, banks can analyse financial health data vis-a-

via other business metrics such as on sales, profit, sustainability, customer engagement,

satisfaction, and churn to understand how financial health can be effectively leveraged to drive

better outcomes for both customers and business.

Bottomline

Improving customers' financial health is both an opportunity and imperative for banks in light of

increased competition from fintechs and the rising expectations of regulators on delivering good

financial outcomes. These demands shifting the business narrative from providing financial

services towards customers' financial health and placing financial health at the core of their

products, people, policies, technology, operations, and business success metrics. Aligning

business strategy with customers' financial health can help banks to boost their growth, profits,

competitive edge, and customer trust. 
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The UN Capital Development Fund offers “last mile” finance models that unlock the
public and private resources, especially at the domestic level, to reduce poverty and
support local economic development.
 
UNCDF’s financing models work through three channels: (1) inclusive digital
economies, which connects individuals, households, and small businesses with
financial eco-systems that catalyze participation in the local economy, and provide
tools to climb out of poverty and manage financial lives; (2) local development
finance, which capacitates localities through fiscal decentralization, innovative
municipal finance, and structured project finance to drive local economic expansion
and sustainable development; and (3) investment finance, which provides catalytic
financial structuring, de-risking, and capital deployment to drive SDG impact and
domestic resource mobilization. 

At MetLife Foundation, we are committed to expanding opportunities for low- and
moderate- income people around the world. We partner with nonprofit
organizations and social enterprises to create financial health solutions and build
stronger communities, while engaging MetLife employee volunteers to help drive
impact. MetLife Foundation was established in 1976 to continue MetLife’s long
tradition of corporate contributions and community involvement. From its founding
through the end of 2020, MetLife Foundation provided more than $900 million in
grants and $87 million in program-related investments to make a positive impact in
the communities where MetLife operates. Our financial health work has reached
more than 13.4 million low- and moderate-income individuals in 42 countries. To
learn more about MetLife Foundation, visit metlife.org.

The i3 Program works in Bangladesh, China, Malaysia and Vietnam to leverage digital
technology and uncover deep insights into low- and moderate-income people’s
needs, aspirations and behaviours to build and deliver financial services for the mass
market. 

Centre For Financial Health 

The Centre for Financial Health acts as a convener, providing a platform to bring together

 global, regional and local actors committed to using financial and digital solutions to improve

 the financial lives of low-income families—helping them climb – and stay – out of poverty. The

Centre creates space for thought leadership where best financial health practices and models

are exchanged and lead to concrete action with governments and the private sector. 

The Centre is implementing programmes in different countries called Living Labs, in-country

platforms which support players with a combination of high quality financial, advisory and

networking support to design, test and scale financial health solutions.

 

For more information on the Centre, contact: financial.health@uncdf.org
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